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On-screen Keyboard for Devices Controlled by D-Pad Style Remotes
ABSTRACT
The most popular on-screen keyboard for televisions, set-top boxes, streaming sticks, and
other devices operated via a remote control is in the shape of a grid which is inconvenient to use
with a D-pad-style remote. The inconvenience arises because a D-pad typically has only five
buttons, whereas the on-screen keyboard includes tens of keys. This disclosure describes an onscreen virtual keyboard optimized for televisions and other devices controlled by a D-pad. The
shape of the keyboard mimics the D-pad found on remote controls. The keyboard enables access
to any character by long-press-and-releasing or repeatedly pressing a single button on the remote.
The keyboard is dynamic such that the most probable next letters are displayed either on or close
to the center of the keyboard and includes phrase suggestions.
KEYWORDS
● Virtual keyboard
● On-screen keyboard
● Dynamic keyboard
● Directional pad (D-pad)
● TV remote
● Set-top box (STB)
● Word suggestion
● Letter prediction
● Word prediction
● User burden
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BACKGROUND

Fig. 1: An example keyboard as displayed on a television or other screen controlled by a Dpad style remote
The most popular on-screen keyboard for televisions, set-top boxes, streaming sticks, and
other devices controlled by D-pad style remotes, illustrated in Fig. 1, is in the shape of a grid.
While a natural carryover from keyboards used for desktop computers, the keyboard of Fig. 1 is
inconvenient to use with a D-pad style TV remote, an example of which is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: An example D-pad
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The inconvenience arises because a D-pad, as illustrated in Fig. 2, typically has only five
buttons, e.g., four arrow buttons (202) and one select (or enter) button (204) (button herein refers
to any suitable input mechanism, such as physical button, touchpad area, etc.), whereas the onscreen keyboard can include tens of keys. Writing a small word such as “dot” presuming that the
cursor starts at the first letter d, requires one select-button press to select d; followed by two
down-arrow presses, three left-arrow presses, and one select-button press to select o; and five
right-arrow presses and one select-button press to select t, for a total of thirteen button presses to
enter three letters.
In general, each letter selection on a D-pad takes roughly as many button presses as the
sum of the rows and the columns on a grid-style keyboard. Aside from the large number of
button presses needed for input, when used with a D-pad, the grid-style keyboard doesn’t easily
lend itself to suggestions. Further, typing numbers or special characters on the keyboard requires
mode switching, which requires further finger movements, imposes hand-eye coordination
burdens, and slows down input. Simply put, the grid-like keyboard suitable for direct touch
entry, isn’t well-suited for use with a D-pad.
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DESCRIPTION

Fig. 3: Keyboard optimized for televisions and other devices controlled by a D-pad
This disclosure describes a keyboard, illustrated in Fig. 3, optimized for television or
other devices controlled by a D-pad. In the shape of a cross, the keyboard (302) mimics the
contours of the D-pad found on remote controls of a television and other devices. In contrast to a
grid-style keyboard, the described keyboard enables easy access to any character by long-pressand-releasing (or repeatedly pressing) a single button on the remote. The user can move to select
in any of four directions by long-pressing (or repeatedly pressing) the corresponding D-pad
button; the finger stays on the same D-pad button until the intended key is selected. When the
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select button is pressed, the selected letter is applied as the input, the keyboard re-centers, and
the input process is repeated.
The described keyboard optionally features an auto-completion text box (304) where
word completions are automatically displayed. Although the letters can initially be arranged
alphabetically (as shown in Fig. 3), the keyboard is dynamic, e.g., the letters rearrange
themselves such that the letters that are most probable to be next typed appear either on or close
to the center of the keyboard. If the predicted next letter displayed on the center is accurate, the
user can select it by simply pressing the select button, thereby obviating even the already few
arrow button presses.
Suggested next letters are automatically determined on every selection. Buttons on each
of the four keyboard directions (arms) are sorted to display the most probable next letters closer
to the center of the keyboard. The most probable next letters can also be highlighted. The topranked suggested key is displayed in the center and can be typed right away by simply pressing
the select button. In case the suggested query matches the user’s intention, the rest of the query
can be typed by repeatedly pressing the select button (or long-pressing if voice search is disabled
— see below). Numbers and special characters can be selected without switching keyboard
mode: they are accessible from every direction without slowing down the typing.
Fig. 4 illustrates the procedure to type in the phrase quantum physics using the on-screen
keyboard of Fig. 3, controlled via a D-pad .
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Fig. 4(a): Inputting the phrase quantum physics with the described keyboard
To initiate input, the right arrow is pressed and released several times until it reaches q
(402, Fig. 4(I)). The auto-completion text box offers a suggestion (404 “qawwali”, Fig 4(II)).
The user presses the select button on a D-pad, letter q is applied to the input and selection resets
to the center of the keyboard. The most probable next letter (a) appears over the center of the
keyboard (408), and the keyboard changes such that other probable next letters (i, u, space)
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appear near the center (406). The predicted most probable next letter (a) is not what the user had
in mind; however, the next-most-probable letter, u, appears very close to the center (410, Fig.
4(III)). The user presses and releases the down-arrow once and selects u. The auto-completion
text box changes its suggestion (412 “quran”), while the most probable next letter (r) appears
over the center (414, Fig. 4(IV)), and other probable letters appear near the center.

Fig. 4 (continued): Inputting the phrase quantum physics with the described keyboard
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The suggested letter (r) is not what the user had in mind, but other probable next letters
appear near the center. The user presses the up-arrow and releases it to select the intended letter a
(416, Fig. 4(V)). The suggestion in the auto-completion box is updated (418 “quadratic
equations”), while the most probable next letter (d) appears over the center (420, Fig. 4(VI)), and
the keyboard changes such that other probable next letters (n, l, t) appear near the center (422).
The most probable next letter (d) is not what the user had in mind; however, the next-mostprobable letter n appears very close to the center (424, Fig. 4(VII)). The user presses the rightarrow once and releases it to select n. The suggestion in the auto-completion box is updated (426
“quantitative aptitude”), while the most probable next letter (t) appears over the center (428, Fig.
4(VIII)), and other probable letters appear near the center. The suggested next letter (t) is indeed
what the user had in mind, and the user selects it by simply pressing the select button.

Fig. 4 (continued): Inputting the phrase quantum physics with the described keyboard
The most probable next letter (i) appears over the center (430, Fig. 4(IX)), and other
probable letters (u, space, etc.) appear near the center (432). The user rejects the suggested next
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letter (i) and presses the down-arrow once to get to the nearby u (434, Fig. 4(X)). The text box is
updated to show the phrase quantum physics (436), matching the user intent. The text box
includes an already entered portion (“quant”) and the suggested portion (“um physics”), shown
in separate colors or with other visual distinctions. The user selects the phrase in the text box by
pressing the select button repeatedly - upon selection of each letter, the next most probable letter
is displayed at the center of the keyboard - and therefore, repeated selection causes the suggested
word to be inputed. Alternatively, the user can long-press the select button to input the suggested
word (if voice search is disabled — otherwise voice search will be activated).
As illustrated in Fig. 3, numbers and special characters (@, #, $, etc.) are integrated into
the D-pad-shaped on-screen keyboard alongside alphabetical characters, such that the selection
of numbers and special characters does not require a mode change, and can be achieved via a
smooth continuation of button presses.

Fig. 5: Voice search integrated into the described on-screen keyboard
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Voice search, illustrated in Fig. 5, can be activated by pressing and holding the select Dpad button while the center key is selected on a keyboard. Single pressing of the select button
causes the suggested letter to be selected (if available), but holding down the select button causes
voice search to be activated instead of entering the suggested letter. Activation of voice search
causes an animated graphic (as shown in Fig. 5), e.g., that includes a microphone icon, to be
displayed, welcoming the user to provide a voice query. If voice search is disabled, long press on
the select button is configured to apply a sequence of suggested letters that matches the word in
the text box.
To reach any letter using the described D-pad-shaped keyboard takes at worst as many
button presses as one-fourth of the number of letters in an alphabet. This is already twice as
efficient as a grid keyboard. With dynamic key suggestions, the efficiency of the described
keyboard improves further. With dynamic suggestions, 50-70% of the letters can be typed in by
simply long-pressing the select button. Repeated pressing of a single D-pad button is sufficient to
access any letter, because at each step the user always moves selection from the center of the
keyboard. In contrast to the grid-style keyboard, the event of the user moving finger between Dpad buttons (e.g., changing from up-arrow to left-arrow) is relatively infrequent. On average it
may save 200-500 ms per one query compared to a grid-style keyboard. For the average query of
12 characters, the described keyboard is faster than the grid keyboard by 2-to-5 seconds, or by
about 70%.
In this manner, by matching the shape of the on-screen keyboard to the D-pad input
device, by dynamically rearranging the keyboard characters such that the most probable next
letters are at or near the center, and by integrating phrase suggestions into the typing process, the
described keyboard enables rapid input of phrases using just the five input buttons of the D-pad.
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The described keyboard optimizes finger movements and the number of button presses and
reduces the hand-eye coordination burden on the user.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes an on-screen virtual keyboard optimized for televisions and
other devices controlled by a D-pad. The shape of the keyboard mimics the D-pad found on
remote controls. The keyboard enables access to any character by long-press-and-releasing or
repeatedly pressing a single button on the remote. The keyboard is dynamic such that the most
probable next letters are displayed either on or close to the center of the keyboard and includes
phrase suggestions.
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